
8 INCH VICTORIAN URN SLIMLINE DOOR KNOCKER 
WITH UNIVERSAL FIXING

Designed for effectiveness, and built to last, the 8” Victorian Urn Slimline Door Knockers with universal fixing 
add class and style to any front door as they are universally appealing and aesthetically pleasing. With its 

slim vertical profile the 8” Slimline Victorian Urn  is ideal for doors with planks, panels or mouldings and their 
timeless, elegant appearance means that they are always in demand.

The exquisite 8” Victorian Slimline Urn with universal fixing is the latest addition to our already vast range 
of door knockers. This new clever universal fixing system brings together the bolt fix and the self-adhesive 

systems into one product, helping you save stock space while offering you the freedom to choose which type of 
fixing to use at the very last minute.

NEW

Classic Victorian style 
look

Comes with colour 
matched nuts and 
washers

Patented unique 
hidden fixing 
mechanism

Easy to cut flexi 
nylon bolts will 
never rust

Bolt Fix available

Waterproof seal 
stops rusting behind 
the door knocker

Engravable area if 
needed for logos, 
text and numerals 
etc

Available with and 
without a hole for 
door viewers

Lifetime 
Coating 

Guarantee
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Features Include:
Classic Victorian style look

Easy to cut flexi nylon bolts will never rust

Comes with colour matched nuts and washers

Patented unique hidden fixing mechanism

When using the self-adhesive fixing it is possible to take the door 
knocker back off the door with relative ease using a stanley knife

Waterproof seal stops rusting behind the door knocker

Available with and without a hole for door viewers

Engravable area if needed for logos, text and numerals etc

Up to a 10 year coating guarantee

8 INCH VICTORIAN URN SLIMLINE DOOR KNOCKER
Finish Solid Code With Hole Code Material Construction Coating Guarantee

Silver Anodised VSLSAC VSLSACH Aluminum 10 year coating guarantee
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